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A. Introduction

1 Cloud computing is currently viewed by many in the industry as the ‘next big idea’ that will see major information technology companies vying to compete. It has also been described as providing computing resources as if it were a utility – accessible by anyone anywhere with an Internet connection, and always on tap. Finally, it is regarded as an ‘extreme form of vertical integration, just carried out by other companies than the telecommunications service providers, and at higher levels of the protocol stack’. Arguably, therefore, cloud computing stands to shake up the technology, telecommunications and media sectors for the next few years.

2 This change and innovation give rise to the question whether and how cloud computing policy should be approached on a European level. Cloud computing is a global phenomenon with impact on the internal market in terms of innovation and regulatory harmonization. European law has settled for a regulatory approach to the digital sphere in which competition law, regulation of networks and electronic commerce regulation are treated as separate legal regimes. The main regulatory issue to address, therefore, is how to approach a cloud computing provider in regulatory terms – through competition law, network regulation, electronic commerce or across those fields.

3 The European Commission has circulated an ambitious digital agenda as part of the 2020 Lisbon strategy, highlighting the importance of innovative and convergent online services – such as cloud computing providers – for the European internal market. Can available European laws accommodate the broad adoption of cloud computing facilities, while addressing possible concerns that arise along the way? How does European policy deal with the challenges raised...
by the further emergence of cloud computing? Is the EU regulatory regime ready to meet this trend? The literature on cloud computing in relation to European law shows a strong emphasis on data protection, privacy and security issues. We wish to introduce a different approach, focusing on the relationship of cloud computing to domains of EU law that have hitherto had less attention. This research sets up a broad framework to assess a number of European legal fields and their relationship to cloud computing. After a thorough analysis of the phenomenon of cloud computing on a technical and policy level, we will single out challenges that cloud computing services face as they develop to maturity as a market: data portability and interoperability constraints; the complexity involved in vertical integration between clouds and Internet Service Providers (ISPs); and potential problems for clouds to operate on the European Internet Market. We will then analyse how competition law, network regulation and electronic commerce regulation can address these potential challenges.

4 We will conclude that the challenges for cloud computing that we highlight cannot be addressed adequately by the existing European regulatory regime. We find that competition law addresses interoperability and data portability constraints for clouds only in an indirect way, through the abuse of dominance regime. At the same time, we find that the competition law framework for vertical integration is not very well tailored towards advanced online services such as clouds, mainly due to problems involved with market definition of the cloud sector. Moreover, competition law does little to streamline clouds’ operation on the European internal market. European electronic communications (network) regulation only indirectly affects cloud computing services, as this regulatory framework mainly applies to the ISPs that carry cloud data. Here we see that network regulation is of little use to mitigate interoperability and data portability for clouds, and might not prevent the leveraging of market power by dominant ISPs into cloud computing markets. Finally, EU electronic commerce regulation is most applicable to cloud computing in terms of definitions, but it does little for clouds that is beneficial. The guidelines on jurisdictional issues of the Electronic Commerce Directive will most likely not streamline operating on the internal market for cloud service providers, and the Directive’s provisions on secondary liability are increasingly coming under pressure by courts and governments.

5 In all these fields that we analyse, cloud computing seems to exceed the scope of the provided legal mechanisms. The disconnect in legal scope between clouds and the laws that concern clouds demonstrates that the fields of competition law, network regulation and electronic commerce regulation remain more distinct than would be desirable in the light of convergent practice. Cloud computing forms a new, hybrid technology that is affected by all of the above legal instruments, yet we find that clouds are over-regulated on matters of minor importance, while aspects that could seriously stifle the further emergence of cloud computing remain legally unaddressed.

6 As Iansiti has argued, we need to investigate how the principles behind cloud computing relate to existing policy rationales. This article aims to function as a first attempt at providing a guide to cloud computing on a European policy level with a focus on competition law, network regulation and electronic commerce regulation. As such, we argue that these legal domains are not prepared to accommodate the further advent of cloud computing. Our article offers a critical roadmap to the status of clouds under these specific and interrelated fields of European law, and provides suggestions for a more elaborate research agenda on cloud computing in the EU policy sphere.

B. On cloud computing: Definitions, market, policy

7 Cloud computing is a new development combining different services in a manner that arguably revolutionizes computer and Internet usage. The central feature of cloud computing is that existing and novel computing applications are increasingly being performed in a ‘cloud’ online – i.e. not on users’ own hardware. The announcement by Google and IBM of their collaboration on cloud computing research in 2007 sparked broader public awareness of cloud computing. The ‘revolutionary’ aspect of cloud computing, however, may sometimes be overstated, as many applications of cloud computing – think of webmail – have been around since the Internet became popular for consumers. Indeed, some have remarked that the move to cloud computing demonstrates a cyclical progression in computing: from centralized mainframes, to personal computers, to personal computers tied together in clouds.

I. Relevant characteristics of cloud computing

8 The underlying idea of cloud computing seems to be that functions that are now discharged either on the client or on the firm-internal local area network (LAN) server would be moved to the ‘cloud’. The possibility of placing in the ‘cloud’ well-established local applications such as word processors or spreadsheets – and the documents produced therewith – has caught the public imagination and has brought cloud computing to the fore.
The nascent academic field that analyses cloud computing has developed many formal definitions of this phenomenon, yet the recent set of precise definitions provided by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is rapidly becoming authoritative. We find the NIST definition of cloud computing a useful starting point. It mentions five defining characteristics of cloud computing: on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured service.

On-demand self-service implies that consumers have unilateral access to different cloud services whenever required. These cloud capabilities are available through (2) broad and ubiquitous network access, a virtual web platform accessible through a variety of devices—PC’s, laptops and smartphones, for instance. Such ubiquity distinguishes cloud computing from previous stages of evolution in computing: cloud services are accessible from any point, over any network, using any device. Because of this ubiquity, cloud computing enables (3) resource pooling (also referred to as multi-tenancy), which means that a cloud offers access and services to multiple at the same time, and computing resources are assigned flexibly based on demand.

Resource pooling allows for (4) rapid elasticity, or mass customization of computing power both on the demand and supply side: From the supplier’s perspective, choices and options for consumers can be built into the software platform. Customers pick and choose on their side of the platform, in a process that can be automated easily. The provider can thereby reap economies of scope, which are the essence of mass customization. Accordingly, from the customer’s side, cloud computing services can appear customized: customers get the right amount of services, with the combination of features and options that matches their needs. For suppliers versed in a server-client model, the shift to cloud computing marks a radical change in the business plan: instead of selling software licenses, suppliers must move to an access- or subscription-based business model, whereby customers will purchase services offered on the cloud computing platform on a discrete (pay-as-you-go/access) or continuous (subscription) basis. For (corporate) consumers of cloud computing power, clouds in fact represent a form of outsourcing of IT services that used to be run in-house. Therefore, moving to cloud computing involves significant organizational change, which will usually imply that larger customers will have specific requirements regarding privacy, data protection and security, confidentiality, reliability, etc.

The demand for IT outsourcing that cloud computing affords can be explained by multiple interrelated factors. The proliferation of digital data has created a demand for large amounts of processing power and storage owned and operated by third parties instead of by the users themselves. Moreover, the Internet economy has so far both stimulated and thrived upon bottom-up market entry by small-scale startups, for which cloud computing services offer opportunities to enter markets and innovate, without having to invest in costly hardware and other resources. Furthermore, outsourcing through cloud computing meets a demand for ‘utility-like’ access to computing resources, which are available ‘ontap’ for a subscription fee. This can be seen as a commoditizing effect on the market for online computing power.

The rapid elasticity of cloud computing, finally, is facilitated by the (5) measured service provision that clouds enable: resource allocation can be measured and disclosed, ‘providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service’.

Combining these five characteristics, cloud computing can thus be described as ‘a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources … that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction’. This definition, however, does not address the wide variety of applications and services that are available through a cloud today. We want to distinguish different implementations of cloud computing in order to explain the phenomenon of cloud computing more accurately. At this stage of development of the cloud computing market, however, it would be premature to analyse systematically how subcategories of cloud computing individually relate to European regulation. Further implementations are likely to be added as cloud computing takes off, as well as further examples of the categories below. Following the same NIST scheme, we propose a subdivision as follows:

1. Software as a Service (SaaS): This is the most visible application of cloud computing on the consumer market. It involves access to services without having to install additional software on a computer. Applications such as Google Maps, YouTube and Salesforce’s CRM are run from a cloud and involve data-intensive operations that are executed in the cloud, returning the results to the user.

2. Platform as a Service (PaaS): These services offer remote access to development platforms for software without the need for buying and deploying the necessary software and hardware for this ‘on the ground’. Platforms such as Microsoft Azure, Google App Engine, Servoy and Salesforce’s force.com allow application builders to design, implement and run their products using the firms’ own server power.
3. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): An IaaS offers remote computing and storage services. Consumers or corporate clients can store or backup data on servers with unlimited capacity. For instance, the New York Times makes available its archive from 1851 through 1989 via the Amazon S3 server.\(^{30}\)

II. Potential economic policy concerns surrounding cloud computing

15 In the following section, we will carry out a preliminary examination of potential economic policy concerns surrounding cloud computing. This examination is conducted in the light of the characteristics outlined above, on the basis of a rudimentary model, whereby a number of cloud computing providers (two for the sake of simplicity) compete to sell their services to an enduser.\(^{31}\) This enduser, however, is using those services in various locations and with various devices (computer, smartphone, tablet, etc.). In order for the enduser to consume cloud computing services, a link between the cloud and the enduser must be established. That link runs over an IP network, which can rest on a variety of underlying architectures (DSL, cable/DOCSIS, cellular mobile [GPRS/EDGE/3G and further developments] or wireless (wi-fi, WiMAX, etc.).

16 In the first part of this analysis, we will assume that the link to the enduser is provided by a single supplier – at cost plus reasonable return and in a uniform and non-discriminatory fashion across different network types – in order to focus on concerns that could arise horizontally at the cloud computing provider level. Second, we will introduce multiple (and partly competing) network providers in the model to ascertain which vertical concerns could arise through the interplay of cloud computing providers and network providers.

1. Concerns at the cloud computing provider level

17 Assuming for the sake of argument that the link between the cloud and the user is always available at a reasonable price under uniform and non-discriminatory conditions across the various networks, we can concentrate for this section on competition between the cloud computing providers as the main phenomenon to study. Here, two features described above – outsourcing and mass customization – are relevant. First of all, the outsourcing of data storage and computing power naturally involves the delegation to clouds of data processing formerly run in-house. As in all outsourcing agreements, this creates dependency of the outsourcing client on clouds. Second, this dependency is reinforced by the mass customization of the service, which implies some relationship-specific investment from the customer (to configure the services to its needs, in terms of features, consumption volumes, etc. and then to upload consumer-specific data on the cloud).

18 For cloud computing providers following a model of mass customization, there is limited interest in engaging in relationship-specific investments. Nevertheless, the relationship-specific investments from the customer side can suffice to create some product differentiation. In other words, there is a risk of the customer becoming locked in with the supplier. In that case, providers could conceivably create switching costs – for instance, by limiting the portability of customer data to and from competing services to enhance customer lock-in.

19 Indeed, the emerging literature on cloud computing has voiced concerns about consumers’ demand to migrate data to and from different clouds (data portability),\(^ {32}\) and interoperability between clouds.\(^ {33}\) This is in essence a horizontal issue: potential interoperability and data portability constraints impede on the possibility for consumers to use complementary cloud services alongside each other and migrate their data from one cloud to another. At the same time, if potential customers find that the risk of lock-in is too high, they will refrain from purchasing cloud computing services altogether, or request assurances from cloud computing providers. So there is a trade-off, and cloud computing providers cannot enhance lock-in at will. Yet even if switching costs are kept in check, in order to induce uptake of the services, they might still be high enough to discourage the entry of new cloud computing providers. Consumer lock-in due to limited data portability and interoperability can thus be seen as a key challenge for the further development of cloud computing.\(^ {34}\)

2. Concerns at the ISP/network operator level

20 Second, the characteristics of cloud computing, as set out above, imply that data will have to be carried between cloud service providers and consumers. In the above section, we assumed away any concerns regarding the link between the cloud and the consumers for the sake of argument. In practice, however, that link is very significant for our analysis. Herein lies a key difference from the computing models used until now, where the link between the central and non-central units was part of the computing architecture and under the control of the provider or the customer: either it was a mere conduit (mainframe-terminal) or a local area network (server-client). In a cloud computing model, the link is in the
hands of third parties. What is more, because of ubiquity, it is part and parcel of the cloud computing model that service provision for a single cloud computing customer can run over various types of links, operated by different third parties, depending on where the customer is located and which type of device (and network interface) it is using. In other words, customers expect to have the same service, with the same quality and 'feel', irrespective of whether they reach the cloud computing provider via an ADSL network in Brussels, a hotspot in London, or a 3G network in Paris.

21 Therefore, unless cloud service providers plan to rollout their own networks – which only Google is planning to do on a small scale – this required transfer of data between the cloud and the customer requires cloud providers to interact with Internet Service Providers (ISPs) or network operators. A number of remarks must be made here.

22 As a preliminary matter, contractual relationships between the cloud provider, the customer and the ISP are complex. The cloud computing provider (CCP) and the customer are bound by an agreement for the provision of cloud computing services. This agreement assumes that a means will be found to transfer data between the cloud and the customer. This is when ISPs step in. Presumably, the customer at any given time and location has a contractual relationship with an ISP at his or her end (ISP$_{\text{cust}}$); otherwise the customer is unable to send and receive data. This can be a permanent relationship (subscription) or a temporary one (permission to use hotspot or Wi-Fi services, roaming). Given the desired ubiquity of cloud services, the identity of ISP$_{\text{cust}}$ might vary from time to time and from one location to another. However, at any given time and location, the customer is usually reachable through one ISP$_{\text{cust}}$ at a time. As will be further elaborated upon below, ISP$_{\text{cust}}$ thereby gains some market power (i.e. a situational monopoly, even if transitory), in a way reminiscent of the terminating operator in traditional telecommunications. In turn, the CCP must also have a relationship with an ISP (ISP$_{\text{CCP}}$) in order to branch out of the cloud and towards the customer. ISP$_{\text{CCP}}$ can be the same as ISP$_{\text{cust}}$ or the CCP can indirectly rely on ISP$_{\text{CCP}}$ having some form of arrangement (peering, routing) with ISP$_{\text{cust}}$. It will already be apparent that, given ubiquity, a CCP must entertain and maintain relationships – direct or indirect – with a large number of ISPs that might potentially qualify as ISP$_{\text{cust}}$ at any given time and customer location.

23 ISPs find themselves in a difficult strategic position at this juncture: their service – Internet access – has been on a path to commoditization over the last decade. Access-based tariffs have been replaced by monthly flat-rate subscriptions, and even though the quality of the services has increased steadily – at least if speed is a reference – subscription pri-

24 A first concern relates to vertical integration and discrimination. ISPs can decide to make cloud computing part of their differentiation strategy, i.e. to try to gain a competitive advantage through the offer of cloud computing services. This could be done either on their own motion (greenfield entry), via vertical integration with a CCP, or via some form of preferential agreement with a CCP or even unilaterally by giving a preferential QoS level to a given CCP provider. In all these situations, by implication, the ISP would discriminate against competing CCP providers in favour of its own/affiliated/preferred CCP. Vertical issues have already been mentioned repeatedly in the literature as being of key importance in the further development of cloud computing. Yet it seems that ISPs have strong incentives to interact with CCPs and not to engage in discriminatory practices. Since cloud computing services must be ubiquitous and CCPs are unlikely to rollout their own network to reach their users, as mentioned above, CCPs will want to ensure that their services are available through as many ISPs as possible. Moreover, two-sided-platform theory predicts that ISPs benefit from offering access to as many CCPs as possible, since this makes their platform more attractive to users. Clouds and ISPs thus seem to have strong incentives to interact amicably.

25 A second concern arises more clearly in Europe and is related to the internal market. In principle, CCPs have little to gain from ISP efforts to escape commoditization by turning their services into two-sided platforms. From the perspective of the CCP, it is preferable if the ISP rather invests in upgrading its network so as to provide the best possible commodity service, i.e. Internet access at the highest possible speed, with the best possible quality of service. The situation in Europe is already complicated enough, when compared to the USA. Following consolidation in the USA, a CCP in fact must deal with only two large providers of fixed and mobile line communications, two additional mobile com-
The rest of this paper, therefore, will focus on these three concerns: the development of cloud computing.

26 Contrary to interconnection, it is not possible to deal with QoS differentiation among European ISPs simply via contracting, i.e. entering into an agreement with one ISP and relying on this ISP to provide uniform QoS across the EU. Just like major ISPs can offer universal connectivity to their customers, the problem is not so much transaction costs arising from a contractual maze (as with interconnection), but rather the fragmentation among QoS offerings across the EU. Aggregating all these various QoS offerings in the hands of a single contract provider for CCPs does not overcome that fragmentation.

27 In summary, three potential concerns come up when approaching clouds from a (European) economic policy perspective. First, we find interoperability and portability concerns between cloud computing providers. Second, we find that vertical integration and discrimination issues could arise between CCPs and ISPs if ISPs decide to integrate vertically into cloud computing. Third, we find that the internal market could be fragmented by a patchwork of different ISP platforms and their various network management policies so that CCPs could not provide ubiquitous services, i.e. services with the same ‘feel’ and quality across the many ISPs present in the EU.

28 In the rest of this paper, therefore, these three concerns will be addressed specifically when assessing how cloud computing relates to European law. We will embark on this endeavor by outlining what effect European competition law, network regulation and electronic commerce regulation have on the development of cloud computing.

C. Cloud computing under European law

29 As in the policy concerns set out above, the following outlines the possible approaches to cloud computing in European law and policy. As described above, cloud computing in essence is an IT service for which there is no explicit regulation on a pan-European level. Nonetheless, three European legal regimes are potentially relevant to the concerns set out above: EU competition law, EU electronic communications regulation and EU electronic commerce regulation.

I. The regulatory division of labour

30 Before examining each of these three regimes, the ‘regulatory division of labour’ among them must be briefly explained. On the one hand, EU economic regulation is characterized by a rich and complex relationship between competition law and sector-specific regulation. On the other hand, the regulation of the converged telecommunications and media rests on a distinction between network regulation and content regulation. Both these interactions between legal fields have an effect on cloud computing services, as will be illustrated in this section.

31 The first legal articulation that has an effect on cloud computing is between sector-specific regulation and general competition law. As is now well established, EU law proceeds differently from US law: under EU law, competition law is always applicable across the whole economy, irrespective of any sector-specific regulation. Accordingly, sector-specific regulation is always formulated against the backdrop of competition law, with some implications. At the systemic level, rightly or wrongly, sector-specific regulation is seen as a temporary phenomenon which complements competition law until such time as competition law alone can suffice to police the sector in question. At the substantive level, sector-specific regulation relies on economic analysis and borrows concepts from competition law. At the institutional level, competition and regulatory authorities are meant to coordinate their actions. For instance, in electronic communications regulation, heavier obligations are only available against operators holding ‘Significant Market Power’ (SMP). The SMP concept in turn is based on the concept of dominance under general competition policy – in an attempt to dovetail the two regimes and avoid a proliferation of competition standards.

32 Regulation of content, by contrast, does not overlap as much with competition law as electronic communications regulation. Accordingly, the policing of proper market functioning is by and large left to competition law, including state aid law – which
plays a large role in regulating public broadcasting. Sector-specific regulation of media and broadcasting has traditionally pursued other objectives, beyond proper market functioning, such as plurality and cultural diversity, with a strong role for national politics in the policymaking process.\textsuperscript{10} The harmonizing attempts in the content sector have a more ‘vertical’ character than in telecommunications, and content regulation is concerned more with guaranteeing the internal market freedoms.\textsuperscript{30} There is a wide range of content-related regulation, yet we wish to focus on the regime that is most related to cloud computing: the Electronic Commerce Directive.\textsuperscript{51}

Thus, the European legal regimes that potentially have an effect on cloud computing are characterized by an interaction between sector-specific regulation and competition law, and a horizontal separation between content and network regulation. While especially the content-network divide in European law has been subject to criticism,\textsuperscript{52} our aim for this article is not to critique any of these two divisions of labour as such; we will assume them for the sake of analysis. Rather, we want to investigate how the main outstanding issues in the development of cloud computing that we have outlined above – data portability and interoperability, vertical integration and internal market concerns – relate to these legal regimes.

II. Competition law

In contrast with EU electronic communications or e-commerce regulation, competition rules always apply to all firms active in the EU – therefore, all cloud operators active in the European Union are subject to it.\textsuperscript{53} In this section we will investigate whether competition law is able to address the three issues of interoperability and data portability, vertical integration and internal market fragmentation.

1. Market definition

Prior to any discussion of the substantive provisions, it is essential to try to assess how relevant markets could be defined to ascertain how competition authorities would comprehend the competitive constraints on cloud computing providers. Market definition hinges on establishing product and geographic markets,\textsuperscript{14} with some attention to temporal dimensions as well. This temporal aspect is quite relevant in relation to cloud computing. The Commission has recognized that in markets with a high degree of technological progress – such as cloud computing – market conditions can change significantly over time, which would argue in favour of a (short) time window for markets, allowing for narrower market definitions.\textsuperscript{55} In the EU, market definition typically depends on demand-side substitutability, which is ascertained with the help of a qualitative analysis of product characteristics and intended use, sometimes complemented with quantitative analysis, using an SSNIP test for a hypothetical monopolist.

Product market definition issues would arise at the upstream (cloud computing provider) and downstream (ISP) level. At the upstream level, at its narrowest, the relevant market could be limited to individual types of cloud computing services (i.e. SaaS, PaaS, IaaS), because these services differ in characteristics and use. Such a definition would overlook supply-side substitutability, however. Cloud computing services rely on mass customization, meaning that providers try to exploit economies of scope by ensuring that large investments into facilities can be leveraged across many services at limited cost (software modifications). A broader market definition would include not just cloud computing, but also software solutions from which users are migrating to cloud computing (e.g. software installed locally in a server-client environment). Here the outsourcing characteristic of cloud computing is of importance: is cloud computing a new market in and of itself, or are clouds simply part of the larger market for IT services?

At the downstream level, market definition exercises have already been conducted in the course of applying electronic communications regulation. Some conclusions can be drawn from that practice, bearing in mind that relevant market definition carries limited precedential value. As far as retail customers are concerned, the Commission has usually considered that broadband Internet access is separate from narrowband access, because substitutability runs in one direction only (from narrowband to broadband). Furthermore, mobile and fixed access are generally put on separate markets because of their different product characteristics.\textsuperscript{56} On that basis, there is a good chance that ISPs would not all be put on the same market.

Beyond that, it is worth examining whether the specific approach to market definition for wholesale call termination (fixed and mobile) might have an impact here. Since the first Recommendation on relevant markets in 2003,\textsuperscript{57} the Commission has considered that when it comes to the wholesale market for call termination, each network forms its own relevant market. In essence, when a call is made, the operator of the calling party (the originating operator) has no choice but to deal with the operator to which the called party is subscribing (the terminating operator) in order to complete the call as requested by its customer, the calling party. There is no alternative to the terminating operator, since the number of the called party is reachable only through the terminating operator. By aggregation, considering that all subscribers of a given operator are in the same position vis-à-vis that operator, the Com-
mission found that all the subscribers of a given operator – i.e. all subscribers reachable via the network of that operator – are on a separate relevant market for call termination.

39 This reasoning can be applied by analogy to cloud computing. For a cloud computing provider, at any given point in time, a customer can usually be reached via one ISP only – i.e. the ISP to which the device used at that point in time is attached, whether it is a DSL- or cable-based ISP, an ISP associated with a workplace LAN, a mobile provider or the ISP to which a Wi-Fi network is connected. What is more, given the ubiquity that is characteristic of cloud computing, customers might be reachable via a succession of ISPs as they move around, in a way which the customers themselves might not be able to control entirely.39 much less the cloud computing provider. It is true that, in contrast with call termination, there is a greater chance that at any given point in time, a cloud computing customer might be reachable via more than one ISP, so that no situational monopoly would arise. Nevertheless, in the current state of technology, it is difficult for either the cloud computing provider or its customer to move rapidly and efficiently from one ISP to another to react to unfavourable conditions that an ISP might offer at any given point in time.

40 As far as geographical markets are concerned, clouds are built on the premise of ubiquity, mobility and pervasiveness, which is not easily captured into a geographic market defined as the area where competitive conditions are comparable.40 The markets are presumably larger than purely national. After all, the ubiquity and portability of clouds leads towards a market scope that goes beyond national borders. For example, the market for business software, in which Oracle and SAP AG are key players, has traditionally been nationally oriented, bounded by language, physical software copies and local storage of data.40 Relative newcomer Salesforce has disrupted these market characteristics by offering its SaaS services exclusively through clouds, without being established in all countries where its service is available. Similarly, cloud-based office applications such as OpenOffice, Googledocs and docs.com widen the geographic scope in comparison with shrink-wrapped office software, which was more nationally oriented. There is every indication so far that the market for cloud computing will be global, though it cannot be excluded that, should linguistic and cultural preferences play a larger role in customer choices, national markets may remain.

41 Geography has more impact at the downstream ISP level. There one can observe significant differences in regulation among Member States. Roaming practices and interconnection regulation, for example, do have a (geographic) effect on clouds, yet possibly not to the extent that it constitutes a ‘condition of com-petition ... appreciably different in [other geographic] areas’.41 The geographic markets for ISPs that form the platform between end-users and clouds are more fragmented than the (potential) geographic market for the clouds themselves. After all, ISPs are connected to physical infrastructure that ties them to a specific jurisdiction, while clouds naturally operate across the internal market in a transnational manner. Therefore, considering path dependency and the presence of legal barriers, broadband provision markets would be national.

2. Interoperability, data portability and competition law

42 At first sight it may seem difficult to fit issues of data portability and interoperability under EU competition law. For the sake of argument, we will assume that interoperability and data portability constraints are potential results of anti-competitive behaviour – which is often referred to in case law on this topic.42 Difficulties in achieving interoperability and data portability in cloud computing can already lead to what would be classified as customer lock-in, by primarily technological means, further resulting in customer dependency on the services of CCP (especially when a strong element of outsourcing is present in moving to cloud computing). That lock-in effect can be aggravated by the abusive conduct of a CCP within the meaning of Article 102 TFEU, whereby other CCPs are excluded from competing for the customers of that CCP. Furthermore, even in the absence of exclusionary conduct, a CCP could also abuse its dominant position by exploiting its customers.43 On the scale of dominance issues, exclusion of competitors (or foreclosure) is generally held as more harmful than exploitation of customers. This is because exploitation may trigger entry (solving the competition problem), whereas foreclosure blocks the competitive provision that would benefit consumers and make exploitation impossible.44 For the remainder of the discussion, we will leave exploitative abuse aside.

43 Before trying to assess whether a given course of conduct is abusive, however, dominance must first be established. Market dominance is generally understood to concern a situation in which a firm is able to set prices and other competitive parameters independently of competitive pressure. Relevant evidence includes market shares, potential for future expansion and entry, and buying power.45 Case law testifies to a reliance on market shares as an indicator of dominance,46 and a broad interpretation to entry barriers.47 Generally, market shares of over 40% raise scrutiny. Even in the absence of clear-cut figures on market shares in the cloud computing sector, it seems unlikely that any active cloud service currently enjoys such market shares in any re-
levant market. We have defined three varieties of cloud computing services above, and there seems to be vigorous competition between the various firms active in these branches of cloud computing, such as Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Apple, Salesforce, IBM and so on. Moreover, the entry of Amazon, for instance, into the cloud market demonstrates that though entry into the cloud computing market carries significant fixed costs, barriers to entry are not insurmountable. There may well be more firms like Amazon in other sectors with excess server capacity, keen on entering the IaaS market:

Entry barriers may also become less relevant with regard to innovation-driven markets characterised by ongoing technological progress. In such markets, competitive constraints often come from innovative threats from potential competitors that are not currently in the market. In such innovation-driven markets, dynamic or longer term competition can take place among firms that are not necessarily competitors in an existing ‘static’ market. Were a single CCP to enjoy market shares of over 40% and be considered dominant, it would still need to be proven that such dominance is abused. In line with the approach put forward by the Commission in its Guidance Paper, this is a matter of identifying a theory of harm whereby the conduct of the dominant firm results in anti-competitive foreclosure (i.e. exclusion of competitors leading to consumer harm). Here the conduct could be any conduct which creates or increases customer switching costs and lock-in – for instance, making it more difficult than technically necessary to port consumer data from one CCP to the other, or to work with two or more CCPs simultaneously. Thereby the customer acquisition costs of rivals would be raised or – in the extreme case – rivals would even be foreclosed altogether if they were deprived of a large enough potential customer base for viable entry and expansion. It is already apparent that this course of conduct does not fit neatly within the broad types of abusive conduct identified in the Guidance Paper. Furthermore, it is in the essence of cloud computing services that – especially when the customer is outsourcing to the CCP – the customer is locked-in as a result of relationship-specific investments on its part to customize services and relocate its private/proprietary information on the CCP facilities. As was seen above, market forces will conceivably constrain CCPs on customer lock-in. Accordingly, evidence of ‘intent’ would likely play a large role in any finding of abuse on the part of a dominant CCP; ‘intent’ is here understood broadly as a deliberate and plausible plan on the part of the CCP.

3. Vertical integration and EU competition law

As mentioned above, the literature on cloud computing has voiced concerns over vertical integration between CCPs and ISPs with potential anti-competitive effects. In a European context, such vertical restraints can be dealt with under either Article 101 or 102 TFEU. Of course, vertical integration can also occur through a merger between a CCP and an ISP, but we will set this hypothesis aside for now.

a.) Under Article 102 TFEU

For ISPs, high market shares above the dominance threshold are a possibility, all the more so if product markets differentiate between fixed and mobile broadband and if, as caselaw so far indicates, the geographic scope of ISP markets seems national (or in the US context, state-level). Under such circumstances, it would not be surprising to find that one or two ISPs are dominant in a given Member State. Furthermore, if the termination market construction described above is followed, then all ISPs are dominant on a market formed by their own network.

Case law is growing rich in Article 102 TFEU cases related to European ISPs, as a result of which ISPs are severely hampered from abusing their dominance through means of predatory pricing or margin squeeze, for instance. Here we are looking at a situation where an ISP – which would have integrated into cloud computing or otherwise affiliated with a cloud computing provider – would refuse to deal with an unaffiliated CCP on the same terms as it deals with its own cloud computing operations or its affiliated CCP.

At first sight, this could be an instance of discrimination within the meaning of Article 102 (c) TFEU. Actually, it may not be; there are some difficulties involved in extending the concept of discrimination in Article 102 (c) away from discrimination between two third parties and towards discrimination – in a vertical integration context – between an outside third party and the dominant firm’s own operations that compete with that third party. Even if there are some precedents for such an extension, the Commission carefully avoid stating clearly whether discrimination as such can constitute an exclusionary abuse in its Guidance Paper on Article 102 TFEU and the preceding documents – let alone whether discrimination between internal operations and third-party competitors is a stand-alone abuse. Indeed, the more competitive markets are, the more difficult it is to consider that dominant firms should as a matter of principle treat third parties on the same footing as their own internal operations. There is a ‘gray zone’ – that is, markets where a
firm holds a dominant position without being super- 

dominant because serious competitive alternatives 

exist. A similar issue appeared before the ECJ in 

TeliaSonera, where the Court held that a dominant 

firm could commit a margin squeeze even if the upstream 

product was neither an essential facility nor a regu- 

latory offering.83 TeliaSonera did not concern discrimi-

nation, so the issue outlined in this paragraph re-

mains open.

49 Leaving aside discrimination, another way to ana-

lyse the conduct of an ISP would be to treat it as re-

fusal to supply.84 A refusal to supply may be actual 
or constructive.85 The Commission recognizes that 

refusal to deal cases are more likely to occur in cases 
of vertical integration,86 where, for instance, clouds 

would integrate with ISPs and then foreclose rival 

CCPs upstream (or rival ISPs downstream). How-

ever, it is acknowledged that imposing duties to sup-

ply can have an adverse effect on innovation, both 
on the addressee and ex ante on future innovators, 

and lead to free-riding by less efficient competitors.87

These are real concerns, particularly in emerging 

markets that depend on technological progress, such 
as cloud computing. It would therefore be advisable 

for the Commission and courts to take a prudent ap-

proach to refusal-to-supply cases when ISPs integ-

rate vertically into cloud computing. Moreover, as 

laid out earlier, it seems unlikely that a refusal to 
give access to a competing CCP will materialize, 
given that there seem to be strong latent network ef-

fects for clouds:88 the value of clouds for consumers 

will increase by the amount of consumers on the 

cloud, which is only reinforced by interoperability 

constraints.89

50 Even then, in the light of existing caselaw, it is uncer-

tain how a refusal-to-supply case initiated by an ISP 
and affecting a cloud service provider would fit with 
the caselaw, in particular the so-called ‘essential fa-
cilities doctrine’ established by the European courts, 
most notably in Bronner and Microsoft.90 Here Bronner 

is most relevant, considering that it involved access to 

a delivery network. The three-pronged test that 

Bronner outlined91 has as its main question whether 
the essential facility (an ISP’s infrastructure) is in-

dispensable for a service (a cloud operator) to reach 
its consumers, regardless of whether alternative meth-
ods of carriage fall within the same market.92 It is 
in any event unlikely that a cloud service provider 
will be willing and able to rollout its own network to 
reach endusers, even if in Bronner the threshold for 
liability is set high.93 The tremendous sunk costs that 
come with building network architecture do amount 
to ‘economic obstacles’ that would make it ‘impos-

sible, or unreasonably difficult’ for a cloud to access 
endusers. However, it is possible that the existence of 
competition on the ISP level would outweigh this 

obstacle for the ECJ. This brings us back to the dis-

cussion about market definition: if one takes a broader 
view and considers that there are a number of ISPs 
available to reach a given customer – whether com-

petition is service- or facilities-based – it seems likely 
that this third prong of the Bronner test will not be 
met. If, on the other hand, one emphasizes the ubi-

quity of cloud computing and concludes that at any 
given point in time and location, there is only one 
ISP through which a customer can be reached, then the 
Bronner test might be met.

51 Even if one factors in Microsoft and reads it as loo-
sening the severity of the Bronner test, the outcome 
would not be different. In Microsoft, the Commission 
and the General Court refused to follow Microsoft’s 
line of argumentation, which would have privile-
ged breakthrough innovation and competition for 
the market at the expense of incremental innova-

tion and competition in the market.94 Even then, the 

Court insisted that it had to be proven that access to 
the interoperability information held by Microsoft 
was indispensable to compete in the workgroup ser-

ver market.

b.) Under Article 101 TFEU

52 Article 101 TFEU could also apply to vertical res-

traints arising from agreements between an ISP and 
a CCP. Here again the hypothetical case would be 
that a CCP and an ISP enter into a preferential ar-
rangement, whereby that CCP is the ‘exclusive’ or 
‘privileged’ partner of that ISP, and other CCPs are 
either excluded altogether or treated less well than 
the exclusive or privileged CCP.

53 The key legislative document in EU competition 

law on vertical restraints such as these is Regula-
tion 330/2010 on Vertical Restraints (the block ex-

emption), together with the Guidelines on Vertical 

Restraints that the Commission released at the same 
time.95 As often in vertical cases, the assessment of 
such vertical agreements to a large extent depends 
on the existence of market power,96 which in turn 
rests on the definition of relevant markets. Regu-
lation 330/2010 automatically exempts vertical ag-

reements when both suppliers and buyers hold less 
than 30% of their respective markets,97 but whether 
this threshold is met in a particular case may de-

pend on a whether a broad market for cloud com-

puting is defined, or whether a more narrow defini-
tion – segmented along the lines of specific services 
such as SaaS, PaaS and IaaS – is retained, as discussed 
earlier. With a broad definition, few CCPs if any will 
hold a market share over 30%. A narrower defini-
tion might yield market shares of more than 30% or 
some CCPs, in which case any vertical restraint bet-

ween a CCP and an ISP will fall outside the block ex-

emption.98 Furthermore, if, at the ISP level, each ISP 
is put on a separate relevant market on the model of 
the termination markets, then the block exemption 
will not apply in any event.
If, for the sake of argument, the market share thresholds were not exceeded, then the CCP and ISP must avoid the ‘black list’ of restrictions that defeat the application of Regulation 330/2010, including resale price maintenance.39 The most relevant provision of Regulation 330/2010, however, concerns ‘non-compete obligations’ which, if they last more than five years, will not be covered by the exemption.100 Should a CCP-ISP agreement contain a clause whereby the CCP becomes the exclusive CCP to be accessible over the facilities of the ISP in question, that clause should not last more than five years. It is more likely, however, that the agreement would give preferential treatment to the affiliated CCP, as opposed to competing CCPs (rather than exclude competing CCPs altogether). Such preferential treatment would not qualify as a non-compete obligation within the meaning of Article 5 of Regulation 330/2010, and accordingly it would remain covered by the block exemption. Even if Regulation 330/2010 seems to apply, it was conceived with other types of agreements in mind and does not provide a good fit for the kind of arrangement under review here.

If, on the other hand, a preferential CCP-ISP agreement would fall outside of Regulation 330/2010 because either of the parties held more than 30% of its respective market, then the agreement would be assessed directly under Article 101 TFEU. Under Article 101(1), what would stand out is the fact that the agreement puts other CCPs in a disadvantaged position as regards access to the ISP’s customers. Whether that constitutes a restriction of competition depends, unsurprisingly, on the extent to which other CCPs are hampered when compared to a counterfactual without the preferential treatment.101 In other words, are there sufficient alternatives to the ISP for other CCPs to reach their customers? As was discussed above, given that cloud computing services are meant to be ubiquitous, at any given location and point in time it is quite likely that a given customer using a given device can be reached only via one ISP. If that is the case, then in all likelihood a preferential treatment clause in an agreement between an ISP and a CCP would restrict competition by applying different conditions to other CCPs and putting them at a disadvantage.102 It would then become a matter of assessing whether Article 101(3) TFEU can apply to save the preferential treatment clause.103 At first sight, difficulties are bound to arise with at least two of the conditions of Article 101(3) TFEU: the benefits from preferential treatment are hard to identify,104 let alone the contribution to consumer welfare via passing those benefitson to consumers.105

4. Internal market fragmentation and EU competition law

As for the third concern – namely, that the internal market could become fragmented because of differing choices made by ISPs regarding their respective platforms, thereby making it difficult for CCPs to implement cloud computing as intended – little can be done under EU competition law. Indeed, as long as ISPs do not engage in discriminatory conduct within the meaning of competition law, they should not face liability under either Article 101 or 102 TFEU – even if they hold market power. Of course, the key issue is whether there is discrimination within the meaning of competition law. As long as all CCPs have access to the facilities (and to the customers) of an ISP on the same footing, then there should be no discrimination in the eyes of competition law. That does not imply that all CCPs must have the same terms and conditions; an ISP could very well offer different terms and conditions, depending on a CCP’s requirements as to capacity and quality of service (and the corresponding willingness to pay). As long as all CCPs can purchase the same capacity and quality of service for the same price, competition should not be affected (even if CCPs end up in different situations because they make different choices).106 What is more, competition law does not prevent different ISPs from offering different formulae and tariffs for capacity and quality of service.

5. Conclusion on EU competition law

In the previous paragraphs, we tried to outline whether and how EU competition law could help in dealing with the three concerns identified at the outset (to the extent that intervention is warranted).

In the end, competition law is only partially able to address the issues of data portability/interoperability and vertical integration, both of which have an effect on the further development of cloud computing facilities in Europe. Moreover, it is doubtful whether EU competition law can be of any use to prevent fragmentation of the internal market. The previous paragraphs point to a number of issues that deserve further research. First of all, market definition is by no means clear at either the CCP or the ISP level. In the latter case, in particular, the competition law analysis hinges on whether the ubiquity required for cloud computing means that ISPs find themselves in a situational monopoly, along the same lines as terminating operators for fixed or mobile voice calls. Second, the notion of discrimination within the meaning of Article 101 and 102 TFEU needs further investigation, in particular as regards discrimination between third parties and a competing subsidiary of the dominant firm, and the need for super-domi-
nance or some form of essentiality for such discrimination to be relevant for competition law purposes.

III. Network regulation

In the following section, we will outline to what extent European network regulation addresses the concerns outlined above relating to interoperability and data portability, vertical integration, the European internal market.

EU electronic communications regulation applies in tandem with EU competition law: the core regulatory mechanism applies only to operators holding significant market power (SMP) in a predefined market in the electronic communications sector. In principle, the rationale behind this mechanism is that sector-specific regulation would be progressively scaled down as the sector develops and grows more competitive, so that in the end it could be policed through competition law alone.¹⁰⁷

The EU regulatory framework for electronic communications that was revised in 2009 is based on a platform of four main directives: the Framework Directive, the Access Directives, the Authorization Directive and the Universal Service Directive.¹⁰⁸ These directives are implemented at the national level, with key tasks assigned to National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs).

1. Electronic communications regulation and data portability and interoperability

It remains to be seen whether the regulatory framework applies to cloud computing services at all. The first question to be asked is whether cloud computing services fall under the definition scheme. The scope of the regulatory framework, as far as cloud computing is concerned, is given by the definition of ‘electronic communications service’, which consists wholly or mainly in the conveyance of signals on electronic networks, including telecommunications services, yet excludes ‘services providing, or exercising editorial control over, content transmitted through competitive communications networks’.¹⁰⁹ Cloud computing services thus fall under the framework inasmuch as they limit themselves to ‘wholly or mainly’ sending signals on electronic communications networks.¹¹⁰

If anything, and as described before, clouds are concerned with the IT-related services of storing and processing of data, and in most cases need ISPs to facilitate the sending and receiving of their signals on networks. It seems clear that clouds are neither communications infrastructure nor ‘associated’ services, and are moreover not concerned ‘wholly or mainly’ with conveying signals on networks. This does not, however, automatically imply that clouds are concerned with ‘providing or exercising editorial control’ over content transmitted. In any event, it seems unlikely that the framework for electronic communications has a direct effect on cloud computing services.

The Access Directive contains general interconnection requirements with corresponding powers for NRAs,¹¹¹ yet in principle those requirements concern electronic communications service providers only. As a consequence, the regulatory framework seems of little help for enhancing data portability and interoperability of clouds: only interconnection of the networks is ensured, not of the services that run on these networks. This is yet another example of the vacuity of the network/content distinction of the framework: the provisions of the Access Directive concerning interconnection in general could apply to CCPs and empower NRAs to intervene should lack of interoperability and data portability ever become so prevalent that overall welfare would be affected.

2. Electronic communications regulation and vertical integration concerns

The above does not mean that the electronic communications regulatory framework has no bearing at all on the concerns outlined above. Quite to the contrary: ISPs are providing an ‘electronic communications service’ over ‘electronic communications networks’, and they therefore fall fully under the regulatory framework. As a consequence of cloud computing not being an electronic communications service, however, CCPs find themselves, for the purposes of the regulatory framework, in the same position as any end-user¹¹² of electronic communications services and networks.

As we saw above, EU competition law is available in situations where an ISP would vertically integrate – through merger or agreement – with a CCP, and would subsequently deny access to competing CCPs or offer them less favourable terms and conditions than the affiliated CCP. Next to competition law, perhaps the SMP regime contained in the regulatory framework for electronic communications could be used to police such behaviour.¹¹³

As a first step for the application of the SMP regime, the relationship between CCP and ISP should fall within a relevant market that has been selected for market analysis by the NRA. The Commission takes the lead in recommending which specific markets must be analysed by NRAs. The SMP assessment procedure is based on the definition of product markets¹¹⁴ and geographic markets,¹¹⁵ together with particularities of telecoms markets, such as a sub-
division of service markets and access markets. As mentioned above, CCPs are assimilated to endusers for the purposes of electronic communications regulation so that the interaction between them and ISPs takes place on a retail market. With the second Recommendation on relevant markets, in 2007, the Commission left out all retail markets (save for access to the telephone network at a fixed location). The markets that have been selected as far as ISPs are concerned – wholesale network access and wholesale broadband access – are wholesale markets, where ISPs are dealing with other ISPs that are requesting access to their network in order to provide a competing ISP service to end-users. Of course, NRAs can select additional markets to those set out in the Commission Recommendation, but only under strict circumstances, including the three-criteria test set out in the Recommendation on relevant markets. So far NRAs have hardly ever been successful in selecting additional markets.

Accordingly, the electronic communications framework is of very limited help for concerns related to vertical integration, since the market affected by the behaviour of the ISP is not part of the set of markets to be assessed and, if necessary, regulated under the SMP procedure. The regulatory framework stands idle in addressing this potential problem.

If ever a market for access to ISP facilities by CCPs or endusers – for the purpose of transmitting content – were selected for assessment, then the next step would be to assess whether one or more ISPs hold significant market power (SMP) on this market. Even if the Commission states there is a difference between dominance under EU competition law and SMP – the latter would not automatically imply the former – in practice NRAs are directed to rely on Article 102 TFEU case law relating to dominance in their SMP assessments. The Commission stays close to ECJ case law and stresses a number of factors beyond market share to determine SMP. The assessment of SMP turns around the same issues as were identified above under Article 102 TFEU.

Defining a firm as having SMP allows NRAs to impose ex ante obligations from the framework to prevent SMP firms from restricting competition on their own or adjacent markets. Interestingly enough, on this point the Access Directive seems to be running ahead of the SMP regime. The recent set of amendments extended the definition of ‘access’ in the Directive to mean the making available of facilities and/or services to another undertaking, under defined conditions, on either an exclusive or non-exclusive basis, for the purpose of providing electronic communications services, including when they are used for the delivery of information society services or broadcast content services (emphasis added)

As will be demonstrated below under electronic commerce regulation, cloud computing services are likely to fall under ‘information society services’. Does this mean that the access requirements of the framework can also be invoked by clouds to get access to an ISP’s network? It is unclear whether this is the case. Even though it should not matter in the first place for what purpose access to electronic communications services is being used, one can wonder whether this actually changes anything. For a cloud service provider to require access to an ISP network, it should thus also offer electronic communications services. As EU electronic communications law now stands, EU institutions have yet to acknowledge that content providers – including CCPs – can face access problems in relation to ISPs that are not significantly different than those of electronic communications network or service providers, and could therefore usefully be dealt with under the electronic communications regulatory framework.

3. Electronic communications regulation and internal market fragmentation

In many ways, the relationship between clouds and ISPs is reminiscent of the network neutrality debate, which has been on-going for some years now. The network neutrality debate concerns the question whether the original end-to-end architecture of the Internet should be changed into a model of differentiated Quality of Service (QoS) as broadband services become more time-sensitive. Considering the growing bandwidth needs of cloud computing, the issue of network neutrality is of particular significance in this context. It has been claimed that introducing a differentiated pricing structure for bandwidth could frustrate the emergence of cloud computing by pricing its providers out of the market.

Priority services and differentiated prices could enable clouds to perform more reliable services. However, this will take a sizable chunk out of an ISP’s bandwidth, which is a scarce resource, especially in mobile broadband. This process will affect the market for network access. The electronic communications regulatory framework approaches the issue of network neutrality mainly from a transparency perspective. The rationale behind this policy is that regulators should refrain from direct intervention into the broadband market, and rather facilitate market mechanisms by informing consumers of the network management practices of their network operators. In addition, the new framework has embraced an approach that is based on NRA powers to impose minimum quality of service as a measure of last resort. Perhaps more than is customary in directives, that transparency policy leaves much leeway for individual Member States to implement many diffe-
rent kinds of transparency regulation into national laws. Therefore, transparency regulation is likely to differ across Member States with a possible adverse effect on the internal market for broadband access.

In addition, as was mentioned above, once differentiated QoS offerings are introduced across the EU, it is quite conceivable that the business strategies and technological implementations chosen by the various ISPs will differ significantly, leading to a fragmentation of the internal market.

This may be particularly troublesome for content and service providers on the Internet, including the cloud computing market. After all, the market for clouds exceeds national borders, while clouds are still dependent on ISPs as a platform to reach consumers. These network operators are bound to different jurisdictions across Europe, with different access regimes and different transparency regulation to disclose network management. Not only does this add transaction costs for clouds to adapt to a variety of network management practices and their regulation, it also becomes increasingly difficult – if not impossible – to guarantee processing power and computational speed to consumers. Clouds are especially vulnerable to this situation as their main service comprises outsourced, computationally intensive – and thus bandwidth-hungry – processes, often for corporate clients with a strong demand for reliability as they depend on clouds to operate their business.

Against these developments, the regulatory framework offers the possibility of standardization procedures (introducing standardized technical solutions to limit the fragmentation of the market) and harmonization procedures (harmonizing diverging regulatory solutions). Practical developments in the telecommunications sector seem to be pointing in the opposite direction, however.

4. Conclusion

Concluding overall, EU electronic communications regulation relates to cloud computing in a peculiar way. For the first two concerns – interoperability/data portability and vertical integration – the regulatory framework is comparatively less helpful than competition law because of definitional problems. Clouds may lie outside the scope of the regulatory framework, yet the ISPs’ clouds depend on to communicate with their users are subject to this framework. However, the relationship between CCPs and ISPs does not fall under any of the relevant markets currently selected for regulatory scrutiny under the SMP regime. We can conclude that the regulatory framework for electronic communications is of little help in mitigating these issues. As for the third concern – fragmentation of the internal market – the regulatory framework currently contributes more to fragmentation than it prevents it, though it does contain provisions that could offer a basis to tackle the concern if necessary. It now remains to be seen whether European electronic commerce regulation can be of use in addressing those concerns.

IV. Electronic commerce regulation

The Electronic Commerce (eCommerce) Directive relies on a different set of definitions than electronic communications regulation; instead of ‘electronic communications service’, it concerns ‘information society services’ as defined in Directive 1998/34, meaning ‘any service normally provided for remuneration, at a distance, by electronic means and at the individual request of a recipient of services’. This definition is more appropriate for cloud computing services than those provided in the Framework Directive as it avoids a narrow definition into telecommunications terms. As such, electronic commerce regulation arguably is where cloud computing finds its ‘regulatory home’ – i.e. a European regulatory regime that clearly includes cloud computing within its ambit. The eCommerce Directive affects cloud computing services in mainly two ways. First, the Directive offers some clarification on jurisdictional issues for cloud computing. Second, the Directive addresses secondary liability for cloud computing services. We will analyse these two prongs of jurisdiction and secondary liability briefly below, and the results of the eCommerce Directive in relation to the concerns set out above: vertical integration, internal market fragmentation, and interoperability and data portability constraints. On the latter we can, again, be brief. The eCommerce Directive is rather vertically oriented, and does not go into interoperability and portability issues between services engaged in electronic commerce (information society services) at all.

The eCommerce Directive was clearly drafted with the internal market in mind, and this is reflected in its efforts to streamline jurisdictional issues in the borderless world of electronic commerce. Regrettably, the eCommerce Directive has arguably created more confusion about jurisdiction than before. The Directive states that it does not ‘not establish additional rules on private international law nor does it deal with the jurisdiction of Courts’. Moreover, the internal market provisions of Article 3 do not limit ‘the freedom of the parties to choose the law applicable to their contract’. However, the preamble of the Directive seems to undercut the wording of the aforementioned articles by still insisting that ‘provisions of the applicable law designated by rules of private international law must not restrict the freedom to provide information society services as
established in this Directive’. In any case, the Directive does lay down some jurisdictional guidelines, and prohibits Member States from restricting the freedom to provide services by information society services providers from other Member States. This makes a rich caselaw on freedom of establishment applicable to cloud computing services. A problem that remains, however, is that the Directive does not address restrictions on cloud computing services that are not orchestrated by Member States’ governments, but by private companies, such as network operators and ISPs. As a directive, it is unlikely for the eCommerce Directive to carry a horizontal direct effect – that is, to be invoked by parties in a private lawsuit. Nevertheless, these guidelines on jurisdiction do affect the internal market dimension of cloud computing, albeit not in a very helpful way. The eCommerce Directive would have been the appropriate regulatory tool to streamline operation on the internal market in terms of interaction with ISPs for innovative online services such as cloud service providers. For such aims, however, the Directive seems rather outdated.

Another internal market-related aspect of the eCommerce Directive is of relevance when discussing cloud computing, namely the secondary liability provisions. In the Internet context, secondary liability involves the question whether service providers are liable for the actions of their users. Whether clouds fall under this safeharbour is likely to depend on the specific type of cloud computing service involved. The secondary liability provisions distinguish between ‘mere conduit’, ‘caching’ and ‘hosting’ services. The hosting category is most applicable to clouds, mainly because this article in the Directive is more inclusive. It concerns services that offer storage of information, provided that service providers have no knowledge of illegal activities taking place, illegal material is removed expeditiously upon notification of such, and the provider has no authority or control over the recipient of service. However, it should be noted that the safeharbour of hosting services does not protect against injunctive relief. These secondary liability provisions of the eCommerce Directive, however, have increasingly come under debate, and have recently been under attack by governments as well as courts in Europe. If anything, this tendency shows that the Directive may be in need of a revision on the topic of secondary liability to better reflect the tension between the genuine inability of information society service providers to monitor users, and the legitimate attempts by governments to fight cybercrime and spam and protect citizens’ privacy.

It appears that cloud computing fits well under eCommerce Directive – at least in terms of definitions – and particularly the safe-harbour provisions will be welcomed by players in the cloud computing market. At the same time, while it is encouraging for clouds to be protected against government interference when providing their services to EU citizens, this is not exactly where the main challenges lie for the further fruition of clouds as an emerging high technology market. If clouds will become subject to interference that hampers their innovative features, such interference is more likely to be coming from players out of reach of the eCommerce Directive. ISPs. If anywhere, this intersection is where European regulation should be active. In this respect, the eCommerce Directive will not be very helpful.

Even though the eCommerce Directive tries to streamline issues of jurisdiction and secondary liability in the developing digital realm, the breadth of the cloud computing sector exceeds the regulatory scope of the Directive. This leads to a situation in which the available regulation is many years behind the situation on the ground, and arguably is little more than a burden on innovative services such as cloud computing. At the same time, actual potentially problematic situations – such as data portability and vertical restraints – remain unaddressed.

The assessment of the three regulatory regimes scrutinized above (competition law, network regulation and content regulation) will be tied together in the conclusion below.

D. Conclusion

This paper is intended as the first in a series that will tackle issues related to cloud computing and European law. After a thorough analysis of the phenomenon of cloud computing, the demands for cloud computing and its challenges, we have applied a specific framework of European law to clouds. Our main questions were generally how European competition law, network regulation and electronic commerce regulation relate to the emergence of cloud computing, and more specifically, how the most pressing challenges for further innovation in the cloud sector are addressed by these legal fields. Especially given the ambitious Digital 2020 agenda, is Europe ready to embrace cloud computing for the sake of a stronger and more competitive digital internal market?

From this initial overview, it appears that a number of issues warrant attention. We have identified three concerns that could overshadow the further development of cloud computing: interoperability and data portability concerns as between CCPs; exclusionary practices flowing from vertical integration between clouds and ISPs; and fragmentation of the internal market due to diverging business plans and technological implementations of differentiated QoS offerings by ISPs. We can tentatively conclude that, should these concerns warrant intervention, the existing European legal framework would probably not be up to the task.
In the end, competition law is only partially able to address the issues of data portability/interoperability and vertical integration, both of which have an effect on the further development of cloud computing facilities in Europe; it is doubtful whether it can be of any use to prevent fragmentation of the internal market. A number of issues deserve further research. First of all, market definition is by no means clear, at the CCP and at the ISP level. In the latter case in particular, the competition law analysis hinges on whether the ubiquity required for cloud computing means that ISPs find themselves in a situational monopoly, along the same lines as terminating operators for fixed or mobile voice calls. Second, the notion of discrimination within the meaning of Article 101 and 102 TFEU needs further investigation, in particular as regards discrimination between third parties and a competing subsidiary of the dominant firm, and the need for super-dominance or some form of essentiality for such discrimination to be relevant for competition law purposes.

EU electronic communications regulation relates to cloud computing in a peculiar way. For the first two concerns – interoperability/data portability and vertical integration – the regulatory framework is comparatively less helpful than competition law because of definitional problems. Clouds may lie outside the scope of the regulatory framework, yet the ISPs on which clouds depend to communicate with their users are subject to this framework. But the relationship between CCPs and ISPs does not fall under any of the relevant markets currently selected for regulatory scrutiny under the SMP regime. We can conclude that the regulatory framework for electronic communications is of little help in mitigating these issues. As for the third concern – fragmentation of the internal market – the regulatory framework currently contributes to fragmentation more than it prevents it, though it contains provisions that could offer a basis to tackle the concern if necessary.

Finally, European electronic commerce regulation does little to address the concerns that competition law and the Regulatory Framework for Telecommunications have left open. The eCommerce Directive does cover issues of jurisdiction and secondary liability for cloud computing services, but this is of limited help for the regulatory issues raised here.

This overall conclusion is striking, as the European Commission is intent to foster ‘a new Single Market to deliver the benefits of the digital era’ in its digital agenda as part of the new 2020 strategy ‘for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth’. Indeed, ‘[c]itizens should be able to enjoy commercial services and cultural entertainment across borders. But EU online markets are still separated by barriers which hamper access to pan-European telecoms services, digital services and content’. New services such as cloud computing demonstrate the level of convergence between network operators and ISPs, content providers and electronic commerce services. This situation calls for a streamlined approach in which the scope and reach that services like cloud computing afford is facilitated by regulatory frameworks. Now it seems the opposite situation is in place: certain features of clouds – such as jurisdiction and content requirements – are over-regulated, while potential problematic situations that would hamper the further development of clouds – such as discrimination arising from vertical integration, interoperability and data portability – are not adequately addressed. EU competition law and electronic communications regulation concentrate on making markets work at lower levels (networks) while the internal market dimension is neglected; and eCommerce regulation, which operates at a higher level, is more focused on the internal market but ignores how the internal market is impacted not just by Member State actions, but also by the decisions of private actors on competitive markets.

While the European institutions seem aware of some inefficiencies that European regulation causes for the further development of cloud computing, the problems we outline seem inherent to the way EU competition law, network regulation and electronic commerce regulation operate and interact. Cloud computing brings to light the limits of three legal regimes addressing converging services in the e-commerce, telecommunications and technology sector. It is rather difficult to pigeonhole clouds in one of these three regulatory disciplines. This in itself would not be problematic were competition law, network regulation and electronic commerce regulation to form a ‘penumbra’ that would dovetail towards an integrated approach to convergent services. This is not the case. Even though competition law and regulation of networks and electronic commerce all have a profound effect on clouds, these three legal regimes seem to fail in covering cloud computing where it really matters.

This article has attempted to map the status of clouds under specific fields of European law. We have drawn tentative conclusions that attempt to be more provocative than definitive. Each of the issues addressed warrants more in-depth attention respectively, and more than anything else we have aimed to lay out a research agenda on the European legal context of cloud computing for the years to come.
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